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The influence of hyperthermia on iodine-thyroid reserves of organism in white 
rats under full-fledged ration and slightly-iodine diet has been investigated. It has 
been established that the short-term hyperthermia (7-20 min.) practically does not 
produce hormone response of the thyroid gland though the extrathyroid intertissue 
redistribution of iodine reserves has been observed but a 50–minute action 
suppresses hormone products of T4, it happening more substantially under slightly 
iodine-fluorine diet, stimulating its inactivation in rT3 with lowering the level of 
highly active T3,  the exhaustion of iodine supply of the majority of tissues due to 
increasing the intensity of the excretion of iodine with urine, being especially 
dangerous as to deiodination for animals under slightly iodine-fluorine diet.  
Key words: hyperthermia, thyroid gland hormone, iodine reserve, full-fledged 
ration, slightly-iodine-fluorine diet. 

 
Introduction 

 
The stress-syndrome is considered to be of systemic character and 

realized through neurogenic and humoral factors. A stress influences sufficiently 
the thyroid gland hormones which play a leading role in the regulation of amino-
protein, fat and carbohydrate exchange and the metabolism as a whole, including 
the regulation of the intensity of bioenergetic reaction of cells, adaptation and 
trophic reactions of the organism, immunity regulation [5, 6]. Iodine deficiency in 
the environment results in the development of iodine deficiency and the 
impairment of thyroid gland hormone function, and hence the thyroid regulation of 
metabolism [2, 3, 6, 7]. 

The aim of our investigation is to study the influence of hyperthermia upon 
iodine thyroid reserves of the organism in full-fledged ration and in slightly-iodine-
fluorine diet. 
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Material and methods 
 

56 white rats (one-year-old) weighed 200-240 gr were observed during 
the experiment. The first group of the animals (28) was fed on a standard ration of 
a vivarium, while the second group (28) of rats was on slightly-iodine-fluorine 
diet.  

The experimental overheating in animals was produced by environmental 
increasing of temperature. This method is regarded as the only way of receiving “a 
model”, which is adequate to hyperthermia in animals that occurs in the result of 
limitation the heat loss [4]. The animals were placed in the air thermostat, were 
they were under action of high temperature (45 + 1оC) during 7-, 20- and 50 
minutes of the rats. It was rather difficult for rats to bear the maximal period of 
overheating, the 7-minute overheating not being accompanied by the increase of 
temperature of the body, but in case of 20-minute action the rectal temperature 
increased to 39,6oC and in case of 50 minutes’ – to 43oC within the norm of 
37,4oC. Each group of the animals was divided into two subgroups. The rats were 
exposed to the action of a heat stress during 7, 20 and 50 min. Two subgroups of 
the rats of the same age, being under the same conditions of full-fledged ration and 
iodine-fluorine deficiency served as control groups. The animals were killed and 
the blood and tissues were taken. The thyroid gland hormone contents were 
determined by radioimmunologic method with standard test-sets, and the general 
iodine (GI) was established by cerium-arcenicum method [1]. 

 
Results and Discussions 

 
It has been established that a short-term (7 min.) influence of the 

increased temperature on the body under full-fledged ration does not produce 
reaction of the thyroid gland, the evidence of which being practically unchangeable 
T4 level in blood serum of experimental white rats comparing with the control 
(table 1). Alongside with this no substantial changes in the formation of T3 pull in 
blood serum were marked, that evidently points to the absence of the increase or 
suppress of T4 and T3 metabolic activation in tissues. However, it should be 
underlined that only a 7 minutes’ heat stress upon the body induces intramuscular 
redistribution of iodine reserves with the increase of the latter in blood and 
muscles. A 20-minute hyperthermia does not produce remarkable changes in 
hormone activity of the thyroid gland. But it should be mentioned that blood iodine 
reserves in with animals with full-fledged ration are being exhausted in response to 
20 minutes heat action, they are increasing in tissues, liver, heart and in brain. 

It is important to mark that the 50 minutes’ heat stress is accompanied by 
a suppress in T4 hormone production, curtailment of its tissue conversion in T3, the 
evidence of this being the lowering of the level of the latter in blood serum. It also 
should be underlined, that up to this time (50 min.) the heat stress produces the 
exhaustion of iodine reserves in blood serum, tissues, liver, heart and brain with 
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their increased redistribution into the kidney through the blood in comparison with 
the level in animals under control. 

Considering the revealed changes of iodine-thyroid supply it should be 
mentioned that in the dynamics of 50-minute hyperthermia the white rats under 
full-fledged ration showed the suppress in thyroid gland hormone function as well 
as lowering in T4 conversion in tissues which results in lowering of highly active 
T3 pull and iodine reserves in blood serum, tissues, liver, heart, brain under their 
accumulation in the kidneys. 

Table 1 
The influence of hyperthermia on iodine-thyroid status of organism in white rats 

under full-fledged ration 
 

 Findings 
(nmol/l) 

Control 
n = 10 

7 min. 
n = 6  

20 min 
n = 6 

50 min. 
n = 6 

Т4 51.4±3.10 50.2±5.41 48.3±4.45 36.1±3.85 * ** 
Т3 0.99 ± 0.10 0.97±0.08 0.95±0.09 0.61±0.05 * ** 
rТ3 0.39±0.03 0.38±0.02 0.44±0.04 0.51±0.04 * 

GI blood 157±3.89 185±10.9 * 169±7.4  ** 113±12.1 * ** 
GI musle 117.1±6.64 133±8.72 * 175±11 * ** 97±12.3  ** 
GI liver 176.2±6.3 179±11.5 182±11 125±11 * ** 
GI heard 115.1±7.49 117±12.6 136±6.4 * ** 93±14.4 * ** 
GI brain 103.3±9.19 120±11 133±8.7 * 84±9.21 * ** 

GI kidneys 159.5±6.02 171±12.1 172±11 184±9.7 * 
* and ** – the difference as to the control and in dynamics are reliable  
It should be mentioned that the animals that were kept in full-fledged 

ration and underwent hyperthermia showed the increased losses of general iodine 
with the urine (1.61±0.131 μg/daily against 1.26±0.103 in control), that 
additionally points to one of the mechanisms of the iodine-reserve exhaustion of 
the body under the influence of increased temperature along with probable loss 
with the sweat. 

So, in the dynamics of a 50-minute hyperthermia the hormone function of 
the thyroid gland in white rats under full-fledged ration has been suppressed, while 
T4, T3 funds as well as iodine reserves in the majority of tissues except that of liver 
have been exhausted, it being accompanied by the increase of these animals’ 
excretion of iodine with urine a day, which shows lowering of adaptive capabilities 
and increasing of negative influence of body’s overheating upon the thyroid gland 
function and formation of its iodine reserves. 

It has been shown that in white rats which were kept on slightly-iodine-
fluorine ration the short-term (7 min.) heat stress does not produce hormone 
reaction of the thyroid gland, the absence of substantial changes of T4 and T3 pull 
in blood serum and in the formation of iodine reserves of the majority of tissues 
except the increase in kidney as to proper control data (table 2.) being its evidence. 
The 20 minutes’ heat stress does not produce substantial reaction in hormone 
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function of the thyroid gland in rats kept on slightly iodine-fluorine diet either. 
However the iodine reserves of blood serum and kidneys are getting exhausted 
while the stock of iodine in muscles is increasing compared with the control. Under 
the action of hyperthermia during 50 minutes the T4 hormone production in the 
animals on slightly-iodine-fluorine diet has been suppressed, the operating time 
from it in the tissues of highly active T3 has decreased, the evidence of this being 
the rise of rT3 concentration as a result of T4 metabolic transformation on the way 
of its inactivation. Alongside with this in experimental animals the iodine reserves 
in the blood serum, liver, kidneys, brain are getting exhausted. 

 
Table 2 

The influence of hypothermia on iodine-thyroid status of organism in 
white rats under slightly-iodine diet 

 
Findings Control 

n = 10 
7 min. 
n = 6 

20 min. 
n = 6 

50 min. 
n = 6 

Т4 21.2±1.5 20.9±1.79 18.3±1.54 15.1±1.36 * 
Т3 1.7±0.07 1.6±0.08 1.43±0.09 1.22±0.10 * 
rТ3 0.14±0.01 0.13±0.01 0.20±0.012 * ** 0.28±0.013 * ** 

GI blood 133.9±6.22 121±11.4 110±12 * 78±6.39 * ** 
GI musle 81±6.22 94±13 128±7.9 * ** 72±7.68  ** 
GI liver 154.7±6.06 166±5.35 162±5.1 84±7.6 * ** 
GI heard 82.7±7.09 66±9.2 * 121±11.4 * ** 110±11.9 * 
GI brain 77±7.5 98.4±10.2 113±13.2 * 58±5.2 * ** 

GI kidneys 106±6.7 149±6.0* 75±12.1 * ** 76±5.9 * 
In the dynamics of hyperthermia in white rats kept on slightly iodine-

fluorine diet we observed the suppress of T4 hormone production, the increase of 
its inactivation in tissues and owing to it the decrease of T3 pull and the exhaustion 
of iodine supply in blood, liver, kidneys and brain. It’s necessary to add that the 
50-minute hyperthermia contributes to the intensification of the daily excretion of 
the general iodine with the urine (0.83±0.068 μg/daily against 0.57±0.46 in control 
respectively), dangerous under the condition of iodine-fluorine deficiency, which 
leads to the aggravation of iodine deficiency in the body of the experimental 
animals with further exhaustion of hormone function of the thyroid gland. 

The comparison of the reaction of a body upon the heat stress (7, 20, 50 
minutes) and especially upon hormone activity of the thyroid gland and the 
formation of iodine reserves in white rats under conditions of full-fledged ration 
and having been kept preliminarily during 3 months on slightly iodine-fluorine diet 
showed the peculiarities in the similarities оf one-way changes under quantitative 
differences of the thyroid gland hormone functions and the formation of iodine 
reserves in white rats’ tissue, under the influence of heat stress depending on 
starting iodine supply of the body. It has been shown that in the range of 50 
minutes’ heat stress upon the animals the functional curtailment of T4 secretion by 
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the thyroid gland has been observed from the 20th minute, at that under condition 
of iodine deficiency at substantially lower levels, despite the starting deficiency of 
T4 pull under these conditions. It is important to mention the parallel decrease of 
highly active T4 concentration during 50 minutes’ overheating in both groups of 
animals, but in connection with adaptive (under condition of slightly iodine-
fluorine diet) operating time of T3, this decrease in the animals with iodine 
deficiency reaches the highest quantitative levels and even in 50 minutes its 
concentration is higher than the starting one under full-fledged diet. It is impossible 
not to point to the fact of the reverse increase as to the dynamics of T3 and T4 
levels during 50 minutes’ concentration of rT3, which, probably, is the result of 
directed inactivation of the main hormone, and consequently the protective 
mechanism of preventing from the increase of the active forms of T3 hormone, 
which is realized more effectively by the tissues under conditions of starting iodine 
sufficiency, is being evidence the lowered adaptive capabilities of the body under 
its lowered iodine supply. The action of increased temperature upon a body, results 
in one-way reconstruction in the formation of iodine reserves in tissue under 
different starting iodine-fluorine supply of a body, it being characterized by their 
increase during 7-20 minutes and their exhaustion up to 50 minutes by 
redistribution through the blood into the kidneys with the increased secretion of 
iodine with the urine daily, resulting in deiodinization of a body, more dangerous 
in animals kept on slightly iodine-fluorine ration. 

 
Conclusions 

 
It has been established that the short-term hyperthermia (7-20 min.) 

practically does not produce hormone response of the thyroid gland though the 
extrathyroid intertissue redistribution of iodine reserves has been observed but a 
50–minute action suppresses hormone products of T4, it happening more 
substantially under slightly iodine-fluorine diet, stimulating its inactivation in rT3 
with lowering the level of highly active T3, the exhaustion of iodine supply of the 
majority of tissues due to increasing the intensity of the excretion of iodine with 
urine, being especially dangerous as to deiodination for animals under slightly 
iodine-fluorine diet.  
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S-a urmărit influenţa hipertermiei asupra rezervelor de iod tiroidian la şobolanii albinotici 
în condiţii de furajare cu raţii normale şi cu raţii sărace în iod. S-a stabilit că aplicarea pe 
termen scurt a hipertermiei (7-20 min) nu determină un răspuns hormonal din partea 
glandei tiroide deşi în ţesutul extratiroidian are loc redistribuirea rezervelor de iod, dar o 
acţiune cu o durată mai lungă de 50 de minute suprimă producerea de T4 în condiţiile unei 
alimentaţii sărace în iod, stimulând totodată inactivarea acestuia în rT3 şi reducând nivelul 
de T3 activ. Epuizarea rezervelor de iod din majoritatea ţesuturilor datorită creşterii 
intensităţii de excreţie a iodului o dată cu urina reprezintă un factor de risc mai ales în 
cazul animalelor furajate cu raţii sărace în iod. 
Cuvinte cheie: hipertermie, hormon al gandei tiroide, rezerve de iod, raţii sărace în florură 
de iod 


